
FIND Token - $FND

Introducing FIND Token ($FND), an innovative platform offering, FIND.X an
Over-the-Counter (OTC) exchange that enables direct asset trading between parties,
bypassing centralized exchanges. Trading tokens independently can expose investors to
risks like scams, high fees, and limited liquidity. At FIND, our foremost priority is
safeguarding investors, ensuring trust, reliability, and peace of mind in every trade.

Commitment to providing a secure and reliable trading platform for its users. A smart
contract, bolstered by industry-standard security protocols and transparent, regular audits.

FIND Token isn't Just Another Token, it’s the Finder of Tokens

Key Features:

FIND.X: A decentralized application equipped with an Escrow Smart Contract.

★ Here's how it works: When you create an order, your tokens are held safely in the
smart contract until the buyer sends the agreed-upon ETH. Once the ETH is
received, the tokens are released to the buyer. It's a simple and secure way to trade
tokens with peace of mind.



Crowdfill Listings: Manages substantial token sales in smaller portions, promoting a stable
and gradual market growth and engagement. - Breaking token sales into smaller parts engages
the community and attracts new holders. For example, if you hold $50,000 worth of “Token X” but
lack liquidity, you can use our platform to crowdfund your holdings. This approach avoids potential
issues like bot interference, ensuring a secure and transparent transaction process.

Native Team Token Liquidity Management: Ensures market stability by managing team
token sales responsibly, maintaining investor confidence. - This feature creates new fundraising
opportunities for token issuers, connecting them with a diverse range of investors eager for promising
projects. With FIND.X, token issuers can confidently elevate their projects, supported by a reliable
platform that fosters growth and success.

Privacy Transactions: Offers a secure, private peer-to-peer exchange mechanism through
an escrow system, enhancing transaction trust and reliability.

➢ Buyer Perspective: Alice wants to buy 1000 "Token X" directly from a seller without
going through a centralized exchange. She finds a seller, Bob, who has the tokens she
wants. Alice and Bob agree on a price and terms for the transaction. Alice then sends
the payment to Find Token's escrow smart contract, which locks the funds until Bob
confirms the transfer of tokens to Alice.

➢ Receiver Perspective: Bob, as the seller, wants to ensure that Alice is a trustworthy
buyer before completing the transaction. He uses Find Token's private exchange
feature to whitelist Alice, verifying her. Bob then transfers the tokens to Alice, and
once Alice confirms receipt, the escrow smart contract releases the locked funds to
Bob. This process ensures a secure and transparent transaction between the two
parties.

Disclaimer *

Note that certain ERC20 token smart contracts implement a fee-on-transfer (FOT) function
which for every token transfer, a percentage of the tokens are burned or distributed to various
wallets.

Rewards & Revenue Share Program:

Advantage: Offers token holders a dual passive income stream and strengthens community
involvement.



Accrual of Rewards from DEX: Transactions fees on Dex is shared with $FND holders.

➢ Mechanism: 2% of each $FND transaction (purchase and sale) is allocated as
USDC rewards for all $FND holders.

➢ Purpose: Incentivize holding $FND and active participation in the token economy.

Revenue Share from FIND.X: Revenue from transaction fees is shared with $FND
holders.

➢ Mechanism: .25% of each transaction (purchase and sale) is allocated into a pool,
50% of the accrued fees will be shared as revenue share amongst $FND holders.

➢ Purpose: Giving investors a sense of ownership and a portion of the revenue,
enhancing commitment to the platform's success.

Distribution & Redemption: Rewards are distributed based on token holdings, and
holders can easily redeem them within the dashboard, promoting engagement.

➢ Distribution: Rewards are distributed based on the number of tokens you hold,
ensuring a fair distribution among all holders.

➢ Redemption: Token holders can easily redeem accrued rewards directly within the
dashboard.

➢ Benefit: Provides a seamless user experience and encourages engagement with the
ecosystem.

Overall Impact: The program aims to empower token holders by rewarding loyalty
and providing a stake in the platform's success.

AI Trading Bot: Merging advanced AI with secure, transparent trading.

Telegram Integration for Trading: Our bot works smoothly with Telegram, offering an
easy-to-use interface for trading. - It's great for users to find it simple and convenient to trade
using Telegram.

Effortless Trading: Users can set parameters and let the bot handle the rest, eliminating the
need to watch charts constantly. - Saves time and effort, allowing users to engage in other
activities while the bot manages their trades efficiently.



Community Engagement: Users can engage with a community of traders, sharing insights
and strategies. - Our platform fosters a collaborative environment for learning and growth.

Token Tracker Dashboard: A comprehensive tool providing insights into ERC-20
tokens

Portfolio Management: Our token tracker dashboard simplifies portfolio management,
providing tools for performance tracking and insightful reporting. - This feature is great
because it allows users to easily monitor their investments and make informed decisions.

Market Monitoring: Real-time monitoring of token prices and trading volumes, offering a
clear view of market trends and opportunities. - This feature is great because it helps users
make informed decisions and capitalize on market movements.

Staking Rewards System: Participate in our staking program to earn rewards by
locking up your tokens and contributing to the network's security and stability - Staking helps
decentralize the network by incentivizing token holders to actively engage in its governance
and security processes.

Diverse Earning Opportunities: The platform offers a variety of staking pools, catering to
different investment strategies and preferences.

Staking: Features innovative staking pairs, including Find Token & Ethereum, providing
flexibility and advanced solutions.

Rewards for Participation: Users participating in staking contribute to network security and
functionality, earning rewards in the process.

NFT Minting and Market Appeal:

Exclusive NFT Minting: Users can mint unique, high APY NFTs through our staking
mechanism, adding a novel aspect to the platform.

Attracting Collectors: This feature not only incentivizes staking but also appeals to NFT
enthusiasts, adding diversity to the platform.



Tokenomics:

● 388,000,000 $FND
● 20% Burned
● Liquidity Locked

Fees: Buy 5% Sell 5%

● 2% Marketing & Development
● 2% Reward DApp
● 1% Liquidity
● 0% Transfer fee

● *.25% Transaction fee on FIND.X

Roadmap Vision:

1. Phase 1: Concept, community engagement, and website development.
2. Phase 2: Official launch, intensified marketing strategies, and trading bot

integration.
3. Phase 3: Deployment of testnet for FIND.X and the token tracker dashboard.
4. Phase 4: Expansion into blockchain multi-bridging and the introduction of a

staking platform.
5. Phase 5: Launch of FIND.X exchange dapp and foray into Gamefi,

broadening the platform’s scope.

Conclusion: Find Token stands as a beacon of light in Defi, blending the stability of
Ethereum’s blockchain with cutting-edge features like an OTC exchange, AI trading, NFT
minting, and a robust staking ecosystem. It’s designed to empower investors, traders, and
collectors alike, paving the way for a more secure, efficient, and versatile digital asset
experience.

➢ Transactions: Reinventing transaction security and trust with the Escrow
Smart Contract, ideal for secure, transparent exchanges.

➢ AI Integration: Leveraging AI technology for market analysis and trading
optimization, accessible via user-friendly Telegram integration

➢ Community Engagement: Fostering a collaborative trading environment
through social trading features and community interaction.



Note: This litepaper is a summary. Detailed information is available on our website.
www.findtoken.xyz

http://www.findtoken.xyz

